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MARMOX niches

1.  Exposing the installation space for the niche in the wall.
2.   Apply the glue to the flange, if necessary fill the void between niche and the empty space in the 

wall and insert niche. Please make sure that the thickness of the flange corresponds to the thick-
ness of the plaster or building panels.

3.  Inserting and aligning the niche.
4.  For niches with fleece: All-round embedding of the fleece with sealing slurry.
5.  For niches without fleece: Gluing the joints and embedding of the waterproofing fleece with water- 

proofing slurry.
6. Tiling.

1.  Cutting out the building board in the designated area. Make sure that the stud frame partly for 
the gluing of the niche is free.

2. Apply adhesive.
3. Fitting and fixing.
4.  For niches with fleece: All-round embedding of the fleece with sealing slurry.
5.  For niches without fleece: Gluing the joints and embedding of the waterproofing fleece with water- 

proofing slurry.
6. Tiling.

Installation in solid walls

Vertical installation of narrow niches (20/40 and 30/40) in stud walls
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1.  Cutting out the building board in the designated area. Thereby make sure that the stud frame 
partly for the gluing of the niche is free.

2.  Adapting and gluing in a horizontal stop at the upper and lower edge of the cutout consisting of a 
MARMOX BOARD building board.

3.  Adapting and gluing in a horizontal fence from the wood-stands on the upper and lower edge of 
the cutout.

4.  Adapting and gluing in a horizontal stop of the metal-stands on the upper and lower edge of the 
cutout

5.  Fitting, 1-component polyurethane or MS-Apply polymer adhesive, the niche align and fi x.
6.  For niches with fl eece: embedding the fl eece all around with sealing slurries.
7.  For niches without fl eece: Gluing the joints and embedding of the waterproofi ng fl eece with water-

proofi ng slurry.
8. Tiling.

Horizontal installation of wide niches (40/40 and 40/50) in stud walls
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